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    Abstract: The single parameter wind wave growth equation proposed by Toba 
and the grid interpolation method used in the authors' previous paper are combined with 
a spectral treatment for the swells, to produce an ocean wave prediction model. The 
predicted waves in the intense winds associated with low pressure systems clearly 
demonstrate the model's ability in reproducing the spatial and temporal trends in the 
wave development. The present spectral treatment of swells, performed by introduc-
ing interchange between swells and wind waves having the self-similar simple spectral 
form, is found to be sufficient in providing good spectral representation of the wave 
field.
 I. Introduction 
   It has been recognized by many investigators that there is a similarity structure in 
the growing wind wave field. Due to this similarity, the complexity in the practical 
wave predictions is reduced considerably though the theoretical works on wave growth 
are not reached up to the stage of its direct usage in the ocean wave predictions. 
Using the similarity concepts, Toba (1972) proposed a power law type relation between 
the significant wave height and significant wave period. Toba (1973) also proposed a
simple spectral form for the wind waves for the high frequency side. Mitsuyasu et al. 
(1980) had shown that there is  quasi-equivalence between Toba's spectrum and 
JONSWAP-type spectrum of Hasselmann et al. (1973) in the high frequency side. 
With the usage of the similarity based power law and the spectral form, Toba (1978) 
proposed a single parameter growth equation for the wind wave part of the ocean 
waves. This single parameter equation forms the basis of the prediction of the wind 
wave part in the present model. 
   The above single parameter growth equation was already used in wave hindcasting 
by Kawai et  al. (1979) and Joseph et  al. (1981), and its applicability was substantiated. 
The relative merits of using this growth equation were well described in the above two 
papers. In both of them, swell field was treated by some empirical relationships given 
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by Bretschneider (1968), which gave only the gross nature of the swells. For  in-
corporating the influences of strong and opposing winds on swells and also to get the 
spectral form of the swell field, spectral concepts are introduced in the present model 
in the treatment of swells. This is the main part which is different from the earlier 
prediction trials using the same single parameter equation. The spectral treatment 
for the swell part is somewhat similar to the swell treatment in Gunther  et al.  (1979). 
The usage of the single parameter part for wind waves along with the spectral concepts 
for the swells gives the hybrid nature to the present model. 
2. Numerical scheme of hybrid model with basic equations 
 2.1. The  312  tower law 
   With dimensional and macroscopic considerations Toba (1972) proposed the 3/2 
power law  as: 
 Hs* =  BT,*312 (1) 
where  Hs*--_.g  Hslu*2,  TS*a-gT,Iu* and  B=0.062 with  Hs,  Ts and  u* as significant wave 
height, significant wave period and friction velocity of air, respectively, and g as the 
acceleration due to gravity. This power law relationship was later extended to the 
individual waves in the main part of the wind wave spectrum by Tokuda and Toba (1981). 
The above power law relation was also convertible (Toba, 1978) into a relation between 
the total energy E of the wind waves and the peak frequency fp  as  :
 E*  =  Bf  fp*-3  Bf  =  2.1x  10-4 (2) 
where  E*.=g2E1u*4, fp*--,:u*fplg with  fp correlated with  Ts by 
 fp  =  (1.05  Ts)-1 (3) 
according to Mitsuyasu (1968) and Toba (1973). In the course of the derivation of the 
energy equation, the relation 
 E—  gf)df  Hs2/16 (4) 
after Longuet-Higgins (1952) was also utilized, where  f(f) is the frequency spectrum. 
2.2. Spectral form 
   As to thespectral form, the present model assumes a complete self-similarity form. 
The frequency spectrum of the high frequency side is expressed by Toba (1973)  as: 
 (IC(f  )  (270-3  ago*  f-4  ,  a = 0.062 (5) 
where g*-a--g(l+Sk2fpg) with S as surface tension, k wave number and p water 
density. For the low frequency side of the wind wave spectrum, a symmetrical form of 
the Toba spectrum on a log-log diagram as shown in Fig. 1 is assumed and then the 
spectral form on both sides of the spectral peak (excluding the capillary wave 
range) is as  follows:
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the present 
    symmetrical and self-similar one-dimensional 
    spectrum form for wind waves.
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The value of the constant  a is re-calculated in the following way. From (6), the total 
energy of the wind wave spectrum is 
               E  =  (f)c/f= (27)-3  (8/15)  agu, (7) 
and then by the usage of the equation (2), some additional calculations give 
 Ol 0.096 (8) 
Using field data collected from an oceanographic tower station, Kawai et  al. (1977) 
has given a value of  a=0.062±0.010. But, using the data collected from buoys, 
Mitsuyasu et  al. (1980) had proposed a weak dependece of  a on fetch with its values 
ranging from 0.06 to 0.12. The value of  a obtained by the simple calculations of the 
present akes the mid-value of the range given by Mitsuyasu et  al. (1980). 
2.3. Single parameter growth equation 
   Using the above mentioned similarity and the empirical relationship of 
significant wave period with fetch given in Wilson (1965), Toba (1978) had proposed  a, 
single parameter growth equation for wind waves, of which the total derivative form 
is expressed  as: 
 dE*2/3 
 dt* =  GoR [1--erf  (bE*113)  j  , (9) 
where  t*  gt1u* ,  GoR  —2.4x  10-4, b = 0.12 and 
 erf  (x)  27-4/2  J exp  (—t2)  dt . (10) 
 0 The nondimensional wave energy E* attains a saturated value for a fully developed
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state. The saturated energy value corresponds to the fully developed condition  c/  U= 
1.37 of Wilson (1965), where U is the mean wind speed at the 10 m level and c the 
phase velocity. With the use of a drag coefficient of  1.2  x  10-3 in the above condition, 
the fully developed state corresponds to a nondimensional peak period Ts*---=248 or to 
the nondimensional wind wave energy  E*--3.7  x  103 in the present. 
2.4. Prediction scheme for the wind waves 
   The present prediction equationfor the wind waves is a first order differential 
equation which can be easily integrated numerically. A flow chart of the wind 
wave prediction along with the swell formation conditions is shown in Fig. 2. The 
conditions of zero initial energy for the entire prediction region and of no energy flow 
into the prediction region from outside through the numerical boundaries, as in Kawai 
et  al. (1979) and in Joseph et  al. (1981), are used in the present also. The basic equa-
tion is integrated with the iteration scheme in Kawai et  al. (1979), and the grid interpola-
tion method in Joseph et  al. (1981) is also used in the present model without any 
modification. Though the swell formation by the wind wave saturation or by wind 
direction shifts remains as the same in the above two references, the treatment of the
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Fig. 2. Main scheme of the model. The  a represents wind direction,  g the wave direction,  Es 
   the total swell energy and  En, the saturated wind wave energy.
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swell field is completely different and this will be described in detail in the next section. 
2.5. Prediction  scheme for swells 
   Once swell formation occurs, swells need to be propagated in prediction region with 
some suitable scheme. For simplicity and with economical considerations it can be 
done with available empirical relations which predict the gross nature of a swell field. 
In the empirical treatment used in Kawai et  al. (1979) and Joseph et al. (1981), any 
treatment of a possible interchange to wind waves during its propagation through 
strong wind region and an energy partition of the original swell field into spectral swell 
components are lacking. For including these two points, spectral concepts need to be 
introduced to swell field at the time of its formation and in its subsequent propagation 
stage. This means that a swell field needs to be separated into a number of frequency 
components and be propagated as nearly free water waves undergoing interchange to 
wind waves or decay in accordance with winds prevailing in propagation region. 
   Swells are assumed to have one direction nature with the selected frequency 
components ranging from 0.04 to 0.15 Hz of 0.01 Hz frequency bands as shown in Fig. 
3 with the energy density at the formation time corresponding to the one directional 
spectrum of wind waves. For frequencies greater than 0.15 Hz, the energy is cut off 
since the energy density is small. This limitation in the number of frequency bands 
was introduced by the limitation of the computer memory. According to the forma-
tion process of the swell, the energy partition into the above frequency bins is given in 
different ways. The swell partition 2 shown in Fig. 3, corresponds to swell formation
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of swell 
partition. The area with dots and 
shade corresponds to the swell ener-
gy E5, and that with shade only 
propagates as swells. The  cp, stands 
for cut off energy level.
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by wind wave energy saturation or by wind direction change  I  60°  (40---wind 
direction – wind wave direction). The swell partition 1 shown in Fig. 3, corresponds to
swell formation due to wind direction change  I  AI greater than 60°. In both the 
partitions,  cb, is an energy cut off level to neglect minor swell packets. As to the 
value of  cbc, it will be reasonable to adopt a value of the peak energy level of saturated 
wind waves with a peak frequency at the uppermost swell band. In the swell partition 
1, only the dark area is considered. In swell partition 2, dark area's energy only 
propagated as swells, the white area remains as the energy of the wind waves. 
The dotted portion's energy which remains below the cut off energy level is neglected. 
   The scheme for the free propagation of swell is shown as a flow chart in Fig. 4. The 
subscript j is the frequency number. After the phase speed c is estimated,  readjustment 
is made by use of the wind at the nearest grid to the swell's newly attained position. 
Namely, for an adverse wind of  I  AI >90°, swells propagate in the original direction 
but decaying by Inoue's (1967) formula: 
 B(f  ---- (0.00139 exp [-7000  f(u*Ic)  —0.031}2] 
 +  0.725(u, exp  [-0.0004(citt,)2] f (11) 
where f is the frequency. For  140 I between 60° and 90°, swells propagate as free waves, 
for  IA I smaller than 60° the energy of the components of  clU< 1.37 is again added to 
the wind wave energy, otherwise freely propagated. 
   At the stage of the output of swellpackets, 12 directional bins of 30° are used, and 
for a particular bin the swell component having maximum energy in each frequency 
band is adopted and it is assumed to take the mid-angle of the bin. 
   This hybrid model now makes it possible to provide the entire spectrum of wave 
field at any grid point by a superposition of the combined energy of a swell component 
from all directions with available nergy of the wind wave component of same frequency. 
A directional spectrum may also be possible if a directional spreading function is applied
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to the wind wave spectrum and then by the addition of the frequency-directional 
swell components to the wind wave directional spectrum. 
3. Field test of hybrid model 
   The ability of the present model to represent wave development and spectral 
distribution of wave energy is tested for wind systems which change in intensity and 
direction with space and time. During the testing, two wind data corresponding to 
intense low pressure systems are used. In the two trials, the grid size and the time 
step of integration are changed according to the areal extent of the prediction region. 
Each of the cases is separately looked in the following. 
3.1.  Hindcasts in intense low pressure systems of Atlantic 
   In this trial, the wind and wave data of the Atlantic cyclone of December 1959, 
which is well described in Bretschneider et al. (1962) are used. In addition to 
the time interval considered in Kawai  et al. (1979) and in Joseph et al. (1981) for 
hindcasting the waves associated with the above cyclone, an extension of the time 
interval to cover one more intense wind system in the same month is also made in the 
present. During the extended period, a much more intense cyclone passed over the 
the region producing winds with maximum speed of 35 m  s-4. We have made use of the 
wind data prepared by Isozaki and Uji (1973) for the above region and time. A time step 
of 1 hour and grid spacing of 120 nautical miles are used. The grid system along with 
the numerical boundaries employed is shown in Fig. 5. The prediction calculations 
were started 4 days in advance of the first available wave measurement on 16th 
December, as the results from Joseph et  al. (1981) had established that 4 days
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advance starting of the prediction calculation is sufficient o represent he actual sea 
condition at the time of the first measurement. 
 3.1a. Significant waves 
   A time seriesof the significant wave heights predicted at J point is shown in 
Fig. 6 along with the significant wave heights calculated from weather ship's wave
 t0 
 E.' 
 1-
 W  AV  E+SW  E  L1_(  PREDICTED 
WAVE  (  PREDICTED)
  Fig. 6 A comparison of the predicted significant wave heights at the J point with the meaured 
       counterparts. 
records (Bretschneider et al., 1962). The predicted significant heights due to the 
wind waves alone are shown by a dotted line and the circles indicate 'total' significant 
wave height including the contribution from the nearby passage of swells to J point. 
The comparison of 'total' significant height with measurements hows generally 
good agreement. It seems that the extreme wave heights during the two high wave 
formation intervals (1200 GMT on 17th to 0300 GMT on 18th and 1200 GMT on 22nd 
to 1200 GMT on 23rd December) are exactly reproduced by the model. Since the 
reasons behind the minor disagreements in the predictions were well described in 
Joseph et al. (1981), the single dominant disagreement around 0000 GMT on 26th 
December will be discussed later. The reasons discussed in the above paper included 
the inaccuracies in the used wind data and the non-coincidence of the J point and the 
ship positions. 
   Two examples of spatial distribution of predicted significant wave heights (at 0600 
GMT and 1200 GMT on 17th December) corresponding to the first occurrence of high 
seas around the J point are shown in Fig. 7. The spatial distributions of observed 
heights for these two times are shown in Fig. 8. The predicted wave pattern in the 
intense wind region around J point clearly agrees with the observed pattern. In the 
regions of light winds, ship wave observations are few and contours of height are not 
drawn. 
   Regarding the reason behind the dominant underestimation on 26th December, 
the accuracy of the wind data and the nearness of the ship with the J point were 
first checked. Each of them is found to be accurate or  sufficient as the case may be to
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 Fig. 7. Examples ofthe predicted spatial  significant wave height distribution. The contours are 
      in meters. 
  Fig. 8. Exmaples of the observed wave and pressure patterns in the North Atlantic on 17th 
      December 1959. Wave height contours (in meters) are drawn on weather charts taken 
     from Wilson  (1965). 
give a good prediction. But, the wind pattern in the region surrounding the J point 
showed that a high wind belt existed just south to the J point with winds blowing 
towards east with a very slight inclination of the order of  10° towards north. In the 
region northward from J, winds were light with nearly constant direction of northeast. 
These light winds blowing towards J cannot produce waves up to the observed level 
by the weather ship. The measured wave spectra (Moskowitz et al., 1963) at the 
ship point for the above period reveal a wave energy concentration at very low 
frequencies and this suggests a contribution from swells. These swells might have 
penetrated to the ship point from the high wave region, but failed to be detected in 
the present model due to the following reason. As the winds in the high wind belt had 
nearly constant direction towards east with its northward inclination, in the grid 
interpolation for the wave energy at a particular grid in this region, no grids north to the 
selected grid is used. This will give continuous energy growth up to the saturation 
level. In the low wind belt, the constant northeast direction of the wind also left out 
the use of any southern grid point in the process of wave energy interpolation. This
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means that influences of the high wave belt cannot penetrate to the low wind region 
of this duration. Once a swell is formed in the high wind region it can easily penetrate 
into the low wind region. It must happen in actual cases. The formation of swell at 
the boundary of high wind region is also affected in the model by the method of the 
selection of wind speed for comparison with the phase speed of the wave packet. In 
the present situation, it is compared with the high winds present at the grid point since 
the comparison is done at the grid point in the present model. But in reality of the 
present situation, the wave packet had experienced low winds during the propagation in 
the high wind speed gradient region between the wind belt boundaries and had changed 
to swells. This seems to be the source of the detected high energy swells by the 
ship. This drawback seems to give higher waves at the boundary of the high wind 
belt and lower waves in the low wind belt region. This drawback will be again discussed 
in section 4 with methods for improving the prediction. 
 3.1b. Wave spectra 
   Predictedwave spectra for the duration of high seas around the  J point (later 
half of 17th to first half of 18th and from 0000 GMT on 23rd to 0600 GMT on 24th 
December) are compared with their measured counterpart aken from Bretschneider 
et al. (1962) and Moskowitz et al. (1963). The time intervals selected as example cor-
respond to the peak in the wave development and to the next decreasing stages around 
J point. The comparisons are shown in Fig. 9a, b. Though some differences in the 
energy level and shifts in the position of the peak frequencies are visible in few cases, 
the spectra clearly resemble the measured ones. Accuracy in the predicted 
spectrum is more when the wave field is dominated by wind waves. In general, it can 
be concluded that the spectral form (6) is sufficient o represent the spectral growth, 
though it looks much simpler than other spectral forms. 
3.2.  Hindcasts in intense low systems of Pacific 
   In this test, an enclosed sea whichisfree from entrance of swells through numeri-
cal boundaries during wave prediction interval is preferred. The Japan Sea seems to 
satisfy this condition quite well though it is connected to the Pacific Ocean through a 
few narrow openings mainly at the southern end. As the width of these openings is 
not much, swell influence through these connections can be neglected. Instead of 
confining the predictions to the Japan Sea alone, the northwestern Pacific Ocean close 
to Japan is also included to get a second prediction case of relatively large scale area. A 
grid spacing of 100 km and time step of 1 hour are used. 
   For the present, time interval from 1st April to 7th April 1978 was selected. 
During the above period, the selected region was under intermittent influence of 
intense low pressure systems as shown in Fig. 10. The pressure patterns at 6 hourly 
intervals are used in the calculation of gradient wind field in the selected region. The 
gradient winds are converted to 20 m surface winds by using a constant coefficient of 
0.65 and by giving a directional shift of 20°. 
    Wave prediction calculations werestarted with the initial condition of zero energy
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 for the entire region. As the wave field needs ome initial time for the attainment of 
actual wave conditions, predictions at the initial durations are not selected for 
comparison with observations. As the areal extend of this prediction region is nearly 
half of the Atlantic case, wave patterns after 3 days development are selected for 
study. A time series comparison at a fixed point as done in the other case is not 
done due to the lack of a time series observation at an inner grid. Though few coastal 
grids had such observations, its usage was also left out as the present winds were blowing 
towards the sea and this gives zero energy to waves at such points due to the present 
boundary condition. The features of each predicted pattern, shown in Fig. 11 is 
discussed briefly and compared with their observed counterparts, shown in Fig. 12 
which was compiled by Japan Meteorological Agency mainly from visual ship observa-
tions of waves.  
(  ) Wave pattern on 4th 
   This case represents waves corresponding to maximum winds of 30 m in north-
ern portion of the Pacific. Winds over the Japan Sea were changing from NW to SW 
direction during the past hours and the Japan Sea had experienced a fetch limited 
condition. Wind speed over the Japan Sea reached to 16 m  s-i, though it was on a 
decreasing trend at the comparison time. The  predicted wave pattern in the 
Japan Sea has a maximum wave height region on western side of central Japan similar 
to the observed pattern. Though the region of high waves in prediction and observa-
tion is nearly the same, wave heights show a difference of 1 m with the predictions 
remaining smaller than observations. In Pacific portion also, observed and predicted 
wave heights show a similar trend of difference.  
(  ) Wave pattern on 5th 
   These waves are associated with low winds of 5 m  s' formed by the movement
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 11. Examples of predicted spatial distributions of significant wave heights in the 
Sea and in the northwestern Pacific. Inserted letters mean S for Korea, K for Kyushu 
for Hokkaido. Contours are in meters.
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12. Examples of observed wave height pattern in the Japan Sea and in the northwestern 
Pacific, compiled mainly from visual ship wave observations by Japan Meteorological Agency.
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of low center out of prediction region. Though relatively strong winds of 15 m  s-' were 
present at northeast corner, the general directions of these intense winds were northwest 
or northeast. This direction restricts the wave development over northeast corner 
region as a result of the present boundary condition. Even with this boundary restric-
tion, wave pattern nearly shows the trend, with predictions having an underestimate 
as mentioned in 4th day example. 
(iii) Wave pattern on 6th 
    In this case, predicted pattern differs much from the observed pattern. Only in 
the Japan Sea, it shows some resemblance if the underestimation i  predictions is not 
taken into consideration. This case corresponds to time interval after a passage of 
intense low systems out of the region. The most prominent  difference in the predicted 
pattern is the lack of a high wave region on the eastern side of central Japan. The 
presence of this region in observations seems to be associated with local high wind fields 
which may be formed by a rapid development and decay of a localized low pressure 
system. If total life span of a local pressure system is much shorter than the interval 
between two pressure field measurements and if such a system occurs in between two 
pressure field measurements, it may be excluded from wind field calculations and the 
wind system decided by main pressure patterns may give considerably different winds. 
A checking of the wind data from ship observations of present case revealed high winds 
in the region of localized high waves but wind speeds used in the prediction were much 
lower for  these regions. This factor may then explain the difference in the wave 
patterns. 
(iv)  Wave pattern on 7th 
   The high predicted waves close to western coast of northern Japan seem to be 
 formed by intense winds associated with second intense low which remained over 
Japan sea for a long time. Though position of observed high waves coincides with 
that of the prediction for the Japan Sea, wave observations show higher values. On 
the Pacific side, high predicted waves are noticed northeast of Hokkaido. This high 
region seems to be much deviated from the high wind region and the distribution 
pattern of waves differs much from the observed pattern. At the location of the 
observed high wind region, a secondary high predicted wave region is present. A 
check of wind data of this case showed a manual digitising error during wind field calcu-
lation which gave extraordinarily high winds to a region of actually moderate winds. 
If the most pronounced wave region east of Hokkaido is attributed to this error, the 
second wave maximum region represents the high wave region formed by the actual 
intense winds. Though the position of the maximum coincides with that of the 
intense observed wind and wave region, the predicted heights were 1 to 2 m lesser than 
the observations. 
   Taking into consideration all the above mentioned possibility of errors arising in 
the predictions, it can be stated that the predictions adequately represent the 
observed wave patterns. In general, there is an underestimate of 2 m or less in wave 
heights in comparison with ship observations. But, ship's wave data need to be
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taken with caution as Verploegh (1961) had shown that the average error in visual 
observations of wave heights ranges from 0.3 m for 1.5 m high waves to 0.9 m for a 5.5 
m wave height. In addition to this, the boundary condition is also seen to influence 
the predictions. During most of the prediction duration, the observed waves along the 
southern boundary were 2 to 3 m in heights. This indicates considerable energy 
entrance through this side. During the times of the intense observed waves, the 
north and northeast boundaries also seem to influence the predictions owing to the 
inflowing nature of winds into the region through the boundaries at these durations.
4. Discussion 
   The results of these examples indicate that the present scheme performs satisfactorily 
in predicting any desired property of a wave field. But, some predicted spatial patterns 
indicate non-representation of certain localized features. A few modifications to 
some of the assumptions employed in the model and slight change in the numerical treat-
ments may improve the predictions. Some possible alterations to the scheme are 
discussed in the following. 
   The underestimations in the Pacific case indicate a need for a modification of  the 
boundary condition. Before presenting some possible modifications, we intend to 
discuss why the influence of boundary is not visible at the intense wave region of 
the Atlantic case. In the Atlantic case nearly 3 sides were surrounded by coastal 
boundaries and only the southern side was open. Moreover, the winds were also 
blowing nearly parallel to the southern boundary during most of the prediction time or 
outward through this boundary, and for such wind conditions, the boundary effect 
cannot spread much into the interior egion. But, for the Pacific case considerable wave 
energy was present all along the southern boundary as revealed by the wave 
observations. During the periods of intense observed waves on 5th, 6th and 7th April, 
the winds along the north and northeastern boundaries were also blowing into the region, 
creating boundary problem. The influences from the north and northeastern boun-
daries seem to dominate the reasons for the underestimates in the high wave region. 
This implies that some wave energy needs to be given to the boundary grids. If known 
values are available it is easy, if not, the boundary values at each time step need to be 
fixed by some assumptions. 
   In wave predictions (not hindcasts), we have no known value and the boundary 
values must be assigned by some method. The best way seems to put an energy value 
for a boundary grid based on some assumptions such as that the gradient of the energy 
normal to the boundary at the grid point gets vanished. One remaining alternative is 
the extension of the boundary further, until the boundary influences becomes mall at 
the desired site of wave prediction. But, in this case, with the extension of the predic-
tion duration, the boundary continues its shifting and predictions become impractical 
after some time, as the computation time gets increased too much and the wind 
conditions may also become unknown in the wide region. Unless the prediction dura-
tion is small, the boundary condition eeds to be changed in the first mentioned way.
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    Next is a problem of the present model, associated with the fine local structures in 
a wave field. Many fine local observed features are found to be left out in prediction 
of the Pacific case. This is a problem connected with the fineness in grid spacing. For 
getting all the fine characters of a wave field, the grids need to be much fine and the time 
step must be reduced proportionally. Even this much alteration cannot improve 
the results unless the wind data for the fine meshes are "accurate'. The above term 
'accurate" means that the wind field may not be the one decided by the usual method 
of wind field determination from the pressure fields available at few hour intervals and 
its further interpolation to still smaller intervals. In such process of wind determina-
tion, features in the wind field with time scales less than the interval between the 
pressure field measurements may get removed. If the pressure measurements are 
from widely separated spatial points, many local features in the wind field may also be 
left out. Wave characteristics of time scale less than the time interval between two 
pressure measurements and space scales less than the distances between two points of 
pressure measurements may be absent in the results of the present scheme due to the 
'inaccuracy' of the wind data. Thus, it seems that the inability of the model to 
represent few localized wave features is not a direct defect of the scheme. For fine 
wave characters, fine meshes with fine wind data need to be input, but such fine wind 
field determination of wide area is a practically difficult task. 
   The most serious problem found in the course of trialswhich is directly connected 
with this prediction scheme, is the inability of the model to represent the wave character-
istics close to a 'boundary' separating a strong wind region from a low wind belt 
which are moving in directions such that the present interpolation of the wind wave 
energy to the grid point fails to smooth out the gradient in the wind wave energy, as 
seen in the Atlantic case. As mentioned earlier, the swell formation condition also 
seems to contribute to the defective predictions for such wind intervals. For avoiding 
this, first the swell formation chance is to be checked with the wind speed at the new 
position of each wave packet and then the wind wave part should be interpolated to the 
grid. The wind speed determination at each new position of the wave packet may 
increase the computation time considerably. But, critical cases like the exampled ones 
may occur very rarely in the prediction cases. So, for practical purposes, the original 
scheme can be applied without the above mentioned change. 
   Finally, for an estimation of the error in the prediction, the mean value of the 
difference between the measured and the predicted significant wave heights at a fixed 
point and its r.m.s. value are calculated. In the present, these calculations are limited 
to the J point. If all the results at J point are included in the calculation, the mean 
and r.m.s. show —0.63 m and 1.67 m respectively, for the wave system with the 
maximum significant height of 15  m. If the defective prediction results associated 
with the already discussed rare case alone are excluded, the mean and r.m.s. take —0.14 
m and  1.36 m, respectively. It need to be mentioned that a further exclusion of 
inaccurate predictions associated with inaccurate wind data and non-coincidence of J 
with the ship position, may further improve the  r.m.s. and the mean of the differences.
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